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Abstract 

Objectives: 
Mandibular morphological variation is often used to examine various aspects of human 

palaeobiology. However, fossil and archaeological skeletal remains are often 

fragmented/distorted and so are frequently excluded from studies. This leads to decreased 

sample sizes and, potentially, to biased results. Thus, it is of interest to restore the original 

anatomy of incomplete/distorted specimens. Thin plate splines (TPS), commonly used in 

Geometric Morphometrics (GM), offer the prospect of reconstruction of missing parts 

and particularly of interest here, missing landmarks. 

 
Materials and methods: 
Here, the reliability of TPS based mandibular reconstruction is tested. To that end missing 

landmarks were simulated in originally complete hemimandibles. TPS was then used to 

restore the location of simulated missing data and the predicted landmarks were compared 

to the original ones. 

 
Results: 
Results show that error varies according to the number and location of estimated 

landmarks. Notwithstanding, estimation error is usually considerably smaller than the 

morphological differences between individuals from the same species. 

 
Discussion: 
TPS based reconstruction allows fragmentary mandibles to be used in studies of whole 

mandibular variation, provided the above mentioned caveats are considered. 

 

Keywords 

Geometric Morphometrics; Thin Plate Spline; Archaeology; Bioanthropology; 

Palaeoanthropology 
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Introduction 

Aspects of human mandibular morphological variation have been used to estimate 

age at death and sex (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 1994; Ferembach, Schwidetzky, & Stloukal, 

1980; Franklin, O'Higgins, & Oxnard, 2008; Franklin, Oxnard, O'Higgins, & Dadour, 

2007), examine modes of subsistence (Galland, Van Gerven, Von Cramon-Taubadel, & 

Pinhasi, 2016; Katz, Grote, & Weaver, 2017; May, Sella-Tunis, Pokhojaev, Peled, & 

Sarig, 2018; Pinhasi, Eshed, & von Cramon-Taubadel, 2015; Pokhojaev, Avni, Sella-

Tunis, Sarig, & May, 2019; von Cramon-Taubadel, 2011), analyse patterns of growth and 

development (Kelly et al., 2017; Singh, 2014; Wellens, Kuijpers-Jagtman, & Halazonetis, 

2013) and inter-population differences (Buck & Vidarsdottir, 2004; Crevecoeur, Brooks, 

Ribot, Cornelissen, & Semal, 2016; Galland et al., 2016; Mounier et al., 2018). Such 

information is often subsequently used to examine sex-based differences in funerary 

anthropology (Baine, 2014; Härke & Belinskij, 2014; Kurila, 2015), palaeodemography 

(Chamberlain, 2006; Séguy & Buchet, 2014), and diet (Pearson, Grove, Özbek, & Hongo, 

2013). However, archeological/fossil remains are commonly incomplete, distorted or 

eroded due to post-depositional processes, precluding their use (Arbour & Brown, 2014; 

R. M. Godinho & O'Higgins, 2017; Gunz, Mitteroecker, Neubauer, Weber, & Bookstein, 

2009; O'Higgins, Fitton, & Godinho, 2019). Such exclusion of specimens may result in 

small sample sizes and so lead to biased results (Brown & Vavrek, 2015; Cardini & Elton, 

2007; Cardini, Seetah, & Barker, 2015). Thus, reconstruction of incomplete specimens 

may be needed to restore the original morphology of specimens that would otherwise not 

be available for analyses, to increase sample size with the expectation of more reliable 

results (Arbour & Brown, 2014; Gunz et al., 2009). 

Virtual reconstruction of skeletal/fossil remains is now common (Amano et al., 

2015; Attard et al., 2014; Bauer & Harvati, 2015; Stefano Benazzi, Gruppioni, Strait, & 

Hublin, 2014; S. Benazzi, Stansfield, Milani, & Gruppioni, 2009; Bermúdez de Castro et 

al., 2015; Ricardo Miguel Godinho, Fitton, et al., 2018; R. M. Godinho & O'Higgins, 

2017; Ricardo Miguel Godinho & O'Higgins, 2018; Jiménez-Arenas, Bienvenu, Toro-

Moyano, Ponce de León, & Zollikofer, 2019; Rmoutilová et al., 2018; Senck, Bookstein, 

Benazzi, Kastner, & Weber, 2015) and uses multiple approaches to estimate the original 

morphology of incomplete specimens (Arbour & Brown, 2014; R. M. Godinho & 

O'Higgins, 2017; Gunz et al., 2009; Neeser, Ackermann, & Gain, 2009; O'Higgins et al., 

2019). Geometric Morphometrics (GM) offers a toolkit that aids in the reconstruction of 

incomplete specimens (Gunz, Mitteroecker, Bookstein, & Weber, 2004; Gunz et al., 
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2009; O'Higgins et al., 2019). To estimate the location of missing anatomical landmarks 

(LMs), GM approaches use multiple regression or Thin Plate Splines (TPSs; Gunz et al., 

2004; Gunz et al., 2009). Multiple regression reconstruction is a statistical method that 

uses the relationship between different anatomical points to estimate the locations of 

missing landmarks (Arbour & Brown, 2014; Gunz et al., 2009; Neeser et al., 2009). In 

contrast, TPS reconstruction is a geometric approach that deforms (i.e., warps) a reference 

complete specimen to an incomplete target specimen to estimate the locations of the 

missing landmarks of the incomplete specimen (Arbour & Brown, 2014; Gunz et al., 

2009; Neeser et al., 2009). Prior sensitivity analyses comparing these two most common 

reconstruction methods show that multiple regression may outperform the TPS approach 

(Gunz et al., 2004; Neeser et al., 2009), however it requires very large reference samples 

(Gunz et al., 2004; Neeser et al., 2009), ideally from the same population/group as the 

material being reconstructed. When such large samples are not available TPS may 

perform better than multivariate regression (Neeser et al., 2009). TPS requires only one 

reference specimen which can be a real specimen or an estimate of, e.g., the mean derived 

from the available sample. Further, when dense landmarking using conventional and 

semi-LMs is carried out, TPS provides very reliable reconstructions (Gunz et al., 2009; 

Senck et al., 2015). 

While such studies compare the performance of those reconstruction methods and 

show which produce the best estimates (i.e., smaller residuals relative to the original 

location of the landmarks; Gunz et al. 2004; Neeser et al 2009), most do not demonstrate 

the impact of including or excluding reconstructed specimens in studies of morphological 

variation. The few studies that do, use crania and not mandibles (Arbour & Brown, 2014) 

and so the reliability of mandibular reconstruction and the impact of the inclusion of 

reconstructed mandibles in studies of mandibular morphological variation is yet to be 

tested. In this study we perform a sensitivity analysis of the reliability of mandibular 

reconstruction using the TPS method. This is crucial because the reliability of TPS based 

reconstructions depends on the geometry of the missing and surrounding regions and so 

varies between regions and bones with different morphologies (Senck et al., 2015). 

Further, this study also assesses if the inclusion of reconstructed specimens is beneficial 

or detrimental in the study of mandibular morphological variation. 
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Materials and methods 

This study uses 11 archaeological mandibles, which were digitised using CT 

scanning. Of those, 8 originate from different Mesolithic Muge shell-middens (Portugal; 

Cabeço da Arruda: 3; Moita do Sebastião: 5) and 3 from the Chalcolithic burial site of 

Monte da Guarita 2 (Portugal). LM coordinates were collected from the mandibles to 

capture morphology and then subsequently removed and estimated using GM methods 

(see details below). Hemi-mandibles, and not the full mandibles, were landmarked 

because archaeological skeletal remains are often incomplete and because this study does 

not address asymmetry (in which morphological differences between sides are of 

relevance; e.g. Klingenberg, 2015, Klingenberg et al., 2002). The reliability of the 

estimation of original landmark locations was also assessed using GM methods (see 

details below), which are typically used to examine morphological variation and how 

morphology covaries with other underlying variables (Zelditch, Swiderski, Sheets, & 

Fink, 2012). 

 

1.1 Digitisation, segmentation and landmarking 

The mandibles were CT scanned (Toshiba, 120 kV, voxel size 0.348 * 0.348 * 

0.3, revolution time 0.75 sec, spiral pitch factor 0.94) at the Faculty of Veterinary 

Medicine of the University of Lisbon. Standard protocols, previously described by 

Godinho and O'Higgins (2017; 2018) and Godinho et al. (2018; 2018), were used for 

segmentation of the hemi-mandibles in 3D Slicer (Fedorov et al., 2012). After 

segmentation the mandibles were exported as surface files and loaded into Landmark 

Editor (Wiley et al., 2005), where coordinates of a set of 21 landmarks (Table 1) were 

collected. 

 

1.2 Simulating, estimating and assessing the reliability of missing data estimation 

After collection of 3D LM coordinates, missing data were simulated (total 

simulations = 781) by removing known landmarks. To that end, the full sets of 

coordinates were imported into Microsoft Excel, where selected LMs were deleted and 

labeled as missing data. Simulation of missing LMs was based on what was observed in 

67 incomplete mandibles from 7 prehistoric archaeological sites (Table 2). A tabulation 

was made of how many and which landmarks were most frequently missing per mandible 
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and this was used to indicate which landmarks to delete in subsequent simulations. Per 

complete mandible, 1 (4,8% of the full set of LMs) to a maximum of 11 (52,4% of the 

full set of LMs) missing LMs were simulated. The chosen maximum number of missing 

LMs was ~50% of the full set because previous studies show the estimation error of the 

TPS approach increases non-linearly and dramatically as the number of missing LMs 

increases (Arbour & Brown, 2014; Neeser et al., 2009). Moreover, our results show that 

when missing LMs are ~50% of the full set estimation, error approaches or overlaps the 

morphological differences between specimens. Thus, results of reconstructions of 

specimens based on ~50% or more are likely not meaningful (see details below). The first 

set (1 missing LM) simulated the absence of each landmark one by one, and so was 

performed 21 times per mandible (231 simulations). The other sets (2-11 missing LMs) 

simulated 5 different combinations of missing LMs per mandible, totaling 550 

simulations (11 mandibles x5 combinations x10 sets). When 5 different combinations of 

missing LMs for a particular number of missing LMs were not observed in the 

archaeological material, additional combinations were generated randomly (list of 

combinations in Table 1 of Supplementary Information). 

The data with simulated missing LMs were then imported into the R package 

Geomorph (Adams, Collyer, Otarola-Castillo, & Sherratt, 2015), where the original 

landmark locations were estimated using the "estimate.missing" TPS function. This 

function uses the raw LM coordinates of all complete specimens in a given sample to 

calculate a mean reference specimen (no scaling is carried out). Missing data are then 

estimated by interpolation using the TPS (Adams et al., 2015). After estimation of 

incomplete data, Microsoft Excel was used to calculate the residuals (i.e., the pairwise 

difference between the original and estimated coordinates) of each estimated LM. In this 

procedure, the absolute distance (in mm.) between the original and corresponding 

estimated LM coordinates is calculated. This gives an indication of the reliability of 

missing data estimation and which missing LMs are most difficult to estimate. In the sets 

with several missing LMs this analysis reports the sum of the pairwise distances between 

the true and estimated LMs in that set. This allows assessment of overall estimation error 

and if this increases with the number of missing LMs alone or if it also depends on which 

LMs are missing. 

After these procedures, standard GM analyses ensued in the EVAN Toolbox 

(Weber & Bookstein, 2012) using all specimens (originally complete and incomplete 

specimens with estimated missing LMs). Both shape and form analyses were carried out. 
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In shape analysis, Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) removes the effects of location, 

rotation and size (Zelditch, Swiderski, Sheets, & Fink, 2004). In form analysis 

information about size is included by augmenting the shape variables (which are obtained 

after GPA) with the natural logarithm of centroid size (Mitteroecker, Gunz, Windhager, 

& Schaefer, 2013). After superimposition using all specimens, Procrustes distances 

(PRDs) between complete and corresponding specimens with estimated LMs were 

calculated to examine the impact of missing LM estimation error on GM shape variables. 

Similarly, form space distances were calculated in the analyses of form. Lastly, the 

differences between the original complete specimens and the corresponding specimens 

with estimated missing data were visually assessed in shape and form PCA plots. This 

allows visualization of the impact of missing data estimation on standard GM 

morphological analysis. 

 

Results 

Our results show (Figure 1) that the LMs which are most difficult to estimate (i.e., 

those with larger residuals and so more error in the tests with single missing LMs) are the 

posterior lingual alveolus, gonion and the coronoid process. Such LMs are generally 

located at anatomical edges and lack nearby LMs (the coronoid process and gonion) or 

they present variable locations relative to the other LMs (the posterior lingual alveolus). 

Estimation error tends to increase (i.e., residuals increase) as the number of 

missing LMs increases (Figure 2). Yet, sets with larger numbers of missing LMs may 

yield comparable or lower total error than sets with smaller numbers of missing LMs. For 

example, in Moita do Sebastião T, the sets missing 3-6 LMs show generally comparable 

error (below 20 mm., with the exception of an outlier in the set missing 6 LMs; see red 

box, Fig. 2. highlighting the relevant data). Similarly, the sets missing 4-6 LMs in Moita 

do Sebastião T3 show generally comparable error. Such cases occur when the sets with 

fewer missing LMs include one or more LMs that are more difficult to estimate (e.g., 

gonion or the coronoid process) or when complete anatomical regions are missing (e.g., 

all the LMs in the mandibular condyle). 

The results of this study also show that PRDs (y axis) tend to increase as the 

number of missing landmarks increases (x axis; Figure 3). Yet, there are cases in which 

sets with more missing LMs produce comparable or lower Procrustes distances than sets 

with fewer missing LMs (see Fig. 3, red boxes for Cabeço da Arruda Ar I, Moita do 
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Sebastião T, Monte da Guarita 2 [134] id 97). Regardless, the impact of landmark 

estimation error on shape is generally smaller than the shape differences found among 

individuals. This is shown in Figure 3 by the red dotted lines in each plot that mark the 

lower limit of the among individual Procrustes distances. Overlap between inter-

individual PRDs and PRDs deriving from estimation error occurs only in 5 cases where 

11 LMs were estimated. 

Consistently, results of the Procrustes form distances analysis (Figure 4) are 

comparable to those of the shape analysis (Figure 3). Form distances among individuals 

are almost always larger than those deriving from estimation error. Thus, almost all boxes 

representing estimation error lie below the dotted line that marks the lower limit of form 

distances among individuals (Inter-ind. box). The only exceptions are 5 of 11 cases in 

which 11 LMs were estimated. Form distances arising from estimation error tend to 

increase as the number of estimated landmarks increases. As with shape (Figure 3), there 

are cases in which sets with more missing LMs produce comparable or lower form 

distances than sets with fewer missing LMs (red boxes, Figure 4). 

Shape analysis (Figure 5A) also shows that error resulting from landmark 

estimation is most frequently smaller than the differences found among individuals from 

the same sample. Thus, reconstructed specimens are frequently closer to the original 

specimen (specimen in the center of largest concentration of a given colour, which 

represents one specimen) than to other individuals (represented by the other colours). 

Figure 5B and C show further detail of the same PCA but showing the scores in that 

original PCA for just one specimen. The plots show a specimen located close to the centre 

of morphospace (Figure 5B) and a peripheral one (Figure 5C). In these plots, numbers 

represent how many missing LMs were estimated. The reconstructions of the specimen 

closer to the center of morphospace (Figure 5B; Moita do Sebastião T3) show a smaller 

spread (range of PC scores) than the more peripheral specimen (Figure 5C; Monte da 

Guarita 2 [134] id97). As expected, smaller error tends to emerge when fewer LMs are 

estimated (smaller numbers tend to cluster closer to the original specimen, labelled 0 and 

highlighted with the solid red circles). Yet, there are cases in which specimens with fewer 

estimated LMs show larger error than in those with more estimated LMs. Thus in Figure 

5B, the plot of PC1 vs. PC2, a specimen with 7 missing landmarks is further from the 

original specimen than one with 11 missing landmarks (this and other examples are 

highlighted with red dotted circles in the plots of 5B and 5C). The insets in Figure 5A 

depict mandibular morphological variation along the PC axes. The insets in Figure 5B 
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and 5C show the morphological difference between the original complete specimen and 

the target reconstructed specimens. There are few morphological differences in Figures 

5B and 5C (mostly imperceptible) when compared to the morphological variation in 

Figure 5A (visible in, e.g, the width of the ramus, height of the coronoid process, height 

of the mandibular body). 

Form analysis (Figure 6) shows comparable results to shape analysis (Figure 5): 

errors resulting from estimation are generally smaller than inter-individual distances. 

Similar to the shape analysis, error of estimation of landmarks in individuals closer to the 

centre of the morphospace tends to be smaller than that in more peripheral individuals. 

This is visible in detail in Figure 6B and C. The spread, and so range of PC scores, is 

smaller in the more central individual (Figure 6B; Moita do Sebastião T3) and larger in 

the more peripheral individual (Figure 6C; Monte da Guarita 2 [134] id97). Error tends 

to be larger in sets with more estimated LMs, but sets with fewer estimated LMs may 

yield comparable or smaller error than sets with more estimated LMs. Such cases are 

visible in the plots. Thus, as in Figure 5B and C, some mandibles with smaller numbers 

of estimated landmarks (examples highlighted with red dotted circles) are more distant 

from the original complete specimen (labeled 0 and highlighted with a solid red circle) 

than those with larger numbers of estimated landmarks (examples highlighted with red 

dotted circles). Consistently with the visualization of mandibular shape variation (Figure 

5), there are small morphological differences in Figures 6B and 6C (mostly 

imperceptible) between specimens when compared to the morphological variation in 

Figure 6A (visible in, e.g, the width of the ramus, height of the coronoid process, height 

of the mandibular body). 

Discussion 

This study shows that TPS based estimation of missing LMs is a reliable tool for 

the reconstruction of incomplete mandibles. This is consistent with other studies showing 

that TPS based reconstruction results in small errors when compared to inter-individual 

differences (Gunz et al., 2004; Gunz et al., 2009). Our results also show that including 

reconstructed mandibles is often preferable to excluding those specimens from 

morphological analyses. This is not only because excluding incomplete specimens would 

necessarily result in less information about morphological variation in a given sample due 

to decreased sample size, but also because differences due to estimation error in a given 

specimen are almost always smaller than those among specimens, in shape (Figure 3) and 
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in form space (Figure 4). Average shape PRDs deriving from estimated data range from 

12% (in sets missing 1 LM) to 57% (in sets missing 11 LMs) of the average of PRDs 

between complete specimens. In form space, average PRDs deriving from estimated data 

range from 10% (in sets missing 1 LM) to 51% (in sets missing 11 LMs) of the average 

of PRDs between complete specimens. Consistently, the PCA plots (Figure 5-6) show 

that differences between individuals are frequently larger than differences due to 

estimation error. Moreover, estimation error induced morphological differences between 

originally complete reference specimens and reconstructed target specimens are very 

small (almost imperceptible) when compared to the full range of morphological variation 

of the full sample (Figure 5-6). These results imply that it is preferable to include 

specimens with estimated missing data than to exclude them. They are consistent with 

those of Arbour and Brown (2014), who showed that including crania with estimated 

missing LMs better reflects the shape variation of a sample than using only complete 

crania. Yet, there are some caveats when using TPS based missing data estimation that 

should be stressed. 

Missing LMs located at anatomical edges, that lack other nearby existing LMs and 

curve dramatically (e.g., gonion and the coronoid process) are more difficult to estimate 

and so result in larger error (i.e., residuals). This is because TPS warping is guided by the 

common existing LMs and depends on the smoothness of the nearby anatomical regions 

(Gunz et al., 2004; Gunz et al., 2009; Senck et al., 2015). Thus, when there are no nearby 

existing LMs and/or the region of interest deviates markedly from the locations of 

adjacent landmarks, larger estimation error emerges. When missing LMs lie outside the 

convex hull formed by the remaining existing LMs this leads to larger error because 

missing data estimation extrapolates from the region in which LMs are present during 

TPS warping (Senck et al., 2015). LMs that present highly variable locations relative to 

other LMs are also difficult to estimate (Senck et al., 2015). This was the case for the 

posterior lingual alveolous which, although not located at an anatomical edge, is highly 

variable relative to other LMs due to the presence/absence of the third molar. 

Estimation error tends to be larger in specimens that occupy the periphery of 

morphospace (i.e., that are located closer to the limits of the PC axes). This is because 

specimens that are closer to the center of morphospace are morphologically more similar 

to the mean specimen which was used as the reference specimen for TPS interpolation. 

Specimens that differ more from the mean (reference), unsurprisingly show larger error 

(Gunz et al., 2009; Neeser et al., 2009; Senck et al., 2015). Thus, to minimise estimation 
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error it is preferable to use sample/population specific specimens as the TPS reference 

(Gunz et al., 2009; Neeser et al., 2009; Senck et al., 2015). In practice this means that 

when a sample contains complete and incomplete specimens from several 

morphologically distinct populations it is preferable to use, as the TPS reference for 

reconstructing any particular mandible, the mean of complete specimens from the same 

population rather than the mean of all complete specimens from all populations. 

As expected, LM residuals are larger in specimens with more missing LMs 

(Figure 2, PRDs in Figure 3-4 and the PCA plots of Figure 5-6). Yet, there are several 

cases in which specimens with fewer missing LMs yield comparable or larger error than 

specimens with more missing LMs. This is the case when the former mainly include 

missing LMs that are particularly difficult to estimate (e.g., gonion, coronoid process, 

posterior lingual alveolous) or when all LMs of an entire anatomical region are lacking 

(e.g., the mandibular condyle). In the latter case, this results in the absence of nearby 

LMs, sub-optimal warping of the TPS and so in larger error. Further, increased estimation 

error is to be expected in missing regions that curve dramatically, such as the mandibular 

condyle, because estimation efficacy relates to the smoothness of surrounding regions 

(Gunz et al., 2009; Senck et al., 2015). 

Considering that estimation error depends on multiple variables, it is not possible 

to provide specific guidelines to decide if an incomplete specimen should be included 

(using missing data estimation) in a study that apply to all cases. Notwithstanding, it 

should be stressed that the decision of including (or excluding) a reconstructed specimen 

should consider not only the number of missing LMs but also which LMs are missing, 

and if there are any other nearby LMs to optimize estimation (Gunz et al., 2009; Senck et 

al., 2015). When all LMs are missing from a given region (e.g., condyle or mid-line) 

estimation error may be meaningful in shape/form analysis (see details above). This is 

more likely in intra-specific studies of closely related/morphologically close specimens. 

In such cases it may be prudent to exclude LMs from those regions or, if those regions 

are crucial for the study, specimens from the analyses. If many LMs are missing, then 

estimation error may be greater than inter-individual differences. This was the case in 

PRDs in some cases when ~50% of the LMs were missing and in PCA with fewer LMs 

missing. This is, again, most likely in intra-specific studies with samples of closely related 

specimens. When estimation error induces larger differences than inter-individual 

distances it may also be prudent to exclude specimens from analyses. 
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Previous studies show reconstructions using semi-LMs provide better results than 

those using only conventional LMs because denser anatomical coverage is achieved 

resulting in smoother reconstructions (Gunz et al., 2009). Despite that, this study only 

used conventional LMs because archaeological/fossil remains are frequently 

fragmented/incomplete and so correspondence between regions that do not display 

conventional LMs may be unreliable in some cases. When correspondence is reliable, the 

use of both conventional and semi-LMs may provide better results in terms of estimation 

of the morphology of missing regions (Gunz et al., 2009). Further, when comparing 

populations which are clearly morphologically distinct, estimation error may be 

negligible (Senck et al., 2015). Notwithstanding, this study shows that reconstruction 

based on conventional LMs alone is reliable (provided the above discussed caveats are 

considered) and so is a useful way of increasing sample size. This is critical because small 

sample sizes often preclude statistical testing and so the robustness of the results and 

analysis in a given study. This is clearly illustrated in recent studies showing that using 

small samples (n) relative to the number of variables (p = number landmarks X number 

of dimensions) in GM analyses results in p/n ratios that subsequently cause biased results 

that, e.g., artificially create/increase inter-group differences when using between group 

PCA (Bookstein, 2017, 2019; Cardini, O’Higgins, & Rohlf, 2019). While GM studies 

present various p/n ratios (Cardini et al., 2019), most do not approximate recommended 

ratios because that would require very large samples that are often unavailable 

(Bookstein, 2017). Thus, estimation of missing landmarks in damaged specimens is one 

way of increasing sample size and of mitigating limitations imposed by sample size in 

GM studies where additional, incomplete specimens are available. 
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Table 1: Mandibular landmarks used in this study. 
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Site Chronology Number of mandibles 
Cabeço da Amoreira Mesolithic 1
Cabeço da Arruda Mesolithic 22
Cova da Onça Mesolithic 2
Moita do Sebastião Mesolithic 21
Casa da Moura Neolithic 8
Monte do Carrascal 2 Chalcolithic 7
Monte da Guarita 2: 6 Chalcolithic 6
Total 67

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Mandibles used to estimate most frequently missing landmarks. 
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Figure 1: Residuals of landmark coordinates per landmark from the tests in which 

single missing landmarks are estimated. (A) shows an example specimen (Moita do 

Sebastião 3) with the locations of the original (large spheres) and estimated (small 

spheres) landmarks; when error is small, small spheres lie hidden from view, within large 

ones. (B) quantifies the estimation error (residuals) for each landmark. 
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Figure 2: Residuals of landmark coordinates per set of missing landmarks. Number of 

missing landmarks on the x axis and total error of estimation (mm.) on the y axis. The 

title of each boxplot provides the original museum identification of each specimen. The 

red boxes in Moita do Sebastião T and Moita do Sebastião T3 highlight examples in which 

sets missing more LMs produce comparable or lower error (i.e., residuals) to sets missing 

fewer LMs. 
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Figure 3: Missing data estimation error (assessed using Procrustes shape distances; 

PRDs). Procrustes shape distances (y axis) tend to increase as the number of missing 

landmarks (x axis) increases. Each box presents one specimen, which is identified in the 

title with the original museum identification. The inter-individual (Inter-ind.) box in each 

boxplot displays the pairwise PRDs among this and the other original specimens. The 

other boxes (1 LM, 2 LMs, 3LMs,...) in each plot show the pairwise PRDs between 

specimens with estimated missing LMs and the original, complete specimen. The red 

dotted lines mark the lower limit of PRDs found among individuals (Inter-ind.) against 

which the impact of missing data estimation error can be assessed. The red boxes in 

Cabeço da Arruda AR I, Moita do Sebastião T and Monte da Guarita [134] id 97 highlight 

examples in which sets missing more LMs produce comparable or lower error (i.e., 

residuals) than sets missing less LMs. 
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Figure 4: Missing data estimation error (assessed using Procrustes form distances). 

Procrustes form distances (y axis) tend to increase as the number of missing landmarks 

(x axis) increases. Each box presents one specimen, which is identified in the title with 

the original museum identification. The inter-individual (Inter-ind.) box in each boxplot 

displays the pairwise form distances among this and the other original specimens. The 

other boxes (1 LM, 2 LMs, 3LMs,...) in each plot show the pairwise form distances 

between specimens with estimated missing LMs and the original, complete specimen. 

The red dotted lines mark the lower limit of form distances found among individuals 

(Inter-ind.) against which the impact of missing data estimation error can be assessed. 

The red boxes in Cabeço da Arruda AR I, Moita do Sebastião XXII and Moita do 

Sebastião 39 highlight examples in which sets missing more LMs produce comparable or 

lower error (i.e., residuals) than sets missing fewer LMs. 
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Figure 5: Shape PCA plot of original complete specimens and incomplete 

specimens with estimated LMs. (A) shows the plot of PC 1 and 2, and PC 1 and 3 in 

which different specimens (original and estimated) are represented by different colours. 

Insets of mandibles depict warping of mandibular morphology at the extremes of the PC 

axes. (B) and (C) plot the results of the same PCA but showing only one specimen in each 

(Moita do Sebastião T3 and Monte da Magoita 2 [134] id 97, respectively). This is to 

provide a better understanding of how estimation error impacts PCA. The plots display 

the original complete specimens (0, highlighted with the solid red circles) and other 

specimens are numbered according to how many LMs were estimated. The dashed red 

circles highlight cases in which the estimation of fewer missing LMs results in larger 

error than the estimation of more missing LMs in the PCA. Insets of mandibles depict 

warping of mandibular morphology from the reference original complete specimen to the 

target incomplete mandible with estimated missing data. 
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Figure 6: Form PCA plot of original complete specimens and incomplete specimens with 

estimated LMs. (A) shows the plot of PC 1 and 2, and PC 1 and 3 in which different 

specimens (original and estimated) are represented by different colours. Insets of 

mandibles depict warping of mandibular morphology at the extremes of the PC axes. (B) 

and (C) plot the results of the same PCA in 2D, but with only one specimen each (Moita 

do Sebastião T3 and Monte da Guarita 2 [134] id 97, respectively). This is to provide a 

better understanding of how estimation error impacts PCA. The plots display the original 

complete specimens (0, highlighted with the solid red circles) and other specimens are 

numbered according to how many LMs were estimated. The dashed red circles highlight 

cases in which the estimation of fewer missing LMs results in larger error than the 

estimation of more missing LMs in the PCA. Insets of mandibles depict warping of 

mandibular morphology from the reference original complete specimen to the target 

incomplete mandible with estimated missing data. 
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